


Our new collection arrives in 
stores at Habitat in February 2017 
and, as ever, brings with it a score 
of creative ideas from Habitat’s 
London design studio. Traditional 
craftsmanship sits alongside 
cool contemporary thinking, our 
designers taking inspiration from 
a range of influences to produce 
designs for inside and out and 
sourced from travels around the 
globe. Working with suppliers 
and craftspeople from 12 different 
countries, we’ve curated a new 
seasonal collection of 250 unique 
products that hero individual 
and affordable design. From 
exhibitionist statement pieces to 
understated, handmade crafts, 
each product has its own distinct 
design personality that reflects, in 
its own way, the Habitat philosophy 
of ‘imagining life as it should be’.

Polly Dickens, Creative Director 
of Habitat, on what’s trending 
this season...

Fine black outlines and elegant geometric 
frames are a big look this season across 
the collection resulting in a range of graphic 
designs. In lighting this is typified by the 
Quad ceiling light – its striking multi-linear 
composition made from fine black wire in 
overlapping geometric shapes that cast 
beautiful shadows when lit. In furniture 
we’ve used ‘skinny linear’ to create the 
sleek, sophisticated look of the Nestor 
tables with their luxe marble tops floating 
on skinny frames and, to different effect, 
the Tingo shelving designed by Matthew 
Long has unique sloping shelf detail to 
creating a quirkier, statement design.

S K IN N Y  L IN E A R

Tingo double metal shelving unit £1,200
Tingo single metal shelving unit £795

This trend started as an accent colour in the 
palette for the season, but as we trialled it 
on product during our travels it worked so 
well that we expanded it into a hero story in 
its own right. It is a true cobalt blue - vibrant 
and almost luminous - which mixes well 
with terracotta, mustard, smoky pink and 
black. It is the blue of Yves Klein, Matisse 
and Yves St Laurent’s Jardin Marjorelle.

N E W  B L U E

We’ve introduced a range of new materials 
to our outdoor collection this season 
including ceramic mosaic tops (of our 
Becklen collection) to the industrial 
galvanised metal of the Indu bench. We’ve 
also updated our iconic Tico outdoor dining 
collection to an urban concrete finish. 
And for those who are in need of a colour 
injection for their garden then we’ve also 
introduced the Jambi collection – a new 
range of woven plastic designs in bright 
tropical colours.

U R B A N  J U N G L E

Following on from the expressionist trend 
we introduced for AW16, you’ll see a lot of 
references to artistic techniques throughout 
SS17. In textiles especially we were inspired 
by the paintings of the Brazilian modernist 
landscape designer Roberto Burle Marx 
with their flat planes and curvy abstract 
shapes in interesting colour combinations. 
We have also experimented with the idea 
of ‘doodling’ as a more controlled but still 
spontaneous extension of the splattered 
designs in the previous season.

A R T I S T I C  F L A IR

Becklen mosaic bistro table 150
Jambi woven dining chair £75
Jambi woven lounger £175

Binx vase £50  |  Maracay jar £15  |  
Cobble vase £35  |  Lia mug £8  |  Richie jar £12  |  
Occhio cushion £50  |  Saar vase £30  |  Zoe cushion £45 

Cyra cushion £40
Georgia cushion £40
Notts cushion £40
Rothco vase £30



We have added four new statement 
sculptural lights to the collection, each 
with its own personality and each giving 
a different quality of light. Shelby is a half 
sphere on a magnetic marble base which 
sits on the floor casting a wide wash of 
light. Tuba references its name and feels 
like an eccentric piece of contemporary 
sculpture with the light thrown upwards 
for a strong atmospheric effect. Cinders is 
a series of tinted handmade glass shapes 
suspended on spun brass fittings. This is 
available as a statement cluster or single 
piece giving a gentle ambient light. Finally 
Apex is made from clear faceted glass – a 
sculptural piece with a copper lamp holder 
making it a great showcase for interesting 
LED lightbulbs.

We’re a little obsessed with rattan at Habitat! 
But rightly so - the wonderful versatility of it 
as a material allows us to create beautifully 
fluid shaped designs for the home. Moving 
the story forward for this season we’ve 
looked at a collection of new shapes for the 
Koba collection designed by Laure Grezard. 
Handmade in Indonesia these are expertly 
made and finished with black or green trim 
to give a relevant, contemporary edge.

We continue to work with a series of small 
workshops and craftsmen this season 
particularly focussing on tableware. 
Perdita – my favourite new range - has a 
dark brown hand applied ‘splatter’ onto a 
cool matt white surface. Each piece will be 
different meaning that you can make the 
creative decision yourself. Similarly, the 
new Rohani collection requires considerable 
skill to create as the cobalt and white glazes 
are hand applied to the black base and 
carefully swirled to get the right effect of 
loose pools of colour. Finally Amera is our 
latest and most dramatic reactive 
glaze story with great depth 
to its turquoise colour 
and individual finish.

R AT TA N

H A N D  O F  T H E  M A K E R

We’ve seen demand for designs that that incorporate traditionally luxe 
materials like marble and leather but used in contemporary, unusual ways – 
and at affordable prices (not much to ask!) – but I’m thrilled we’ve managed 
to achieve that this season.

The pattern in our outdoor collection 
references David Hockney’s i-pad paintings 
using the Brushes app with original artwork 
by our pattern designer Martha Coates. 
We are always intrigued by experimenting 
with technique in the design of our textiles 
and this felt at the opposite end of the 
spectrum to the potato cuts that are 
sometimes our starting point. This i-Pad 
generated technique gives a particular 
quality of luminous colour and a special 
kind of mark which makes it especially 
appropriate to create the kind of stylised 
botanical imagery we required. It’s applied 
to a variety of different materials including 
ceramic, textiles and melamine using 
different scales and layers of the pattern.

In leather there are two beautiful new 
additions to our growing collection of 
handmade upholstery. Flynn is a big, soft 
floating shape on cast aluminium T-legs 
referencing classic Italian 70s design. The 
simple stitching at the seams accentuates 
the purity of the shape and is produced in 
our Luxury leather which is dyed in colour 
but otherwise completely natural – just 
lightly waxed to give it a velvety feel.
Lyle is a more geometric shape but still 
squashy and inviting. The cushions have a 
neat tucked corner detail which softens the 
angularity of the shape on top of a chromed 
ski leg detail. It is produced in our Rancho 
leather which is lightly buffed to make it 
silky with no artificial finish.

H I G H  S T R E E T  L U X EIPA D  A R T I S T R Y

L E AT H E R 

Koba rattan bench £450
Koba rattan chair £295

Melody jug £20
Corroco melamine tray £12

L I G H T IN G

Shelby table lamp £130
Apex table lamp £60
Tuba table lamp £100

Perdita dinner plate £10
Rohan dinner plate £10
Rohan side plate £8
Rohan pasta bowl £10

Lyle sofa £1995



Pattern designer Martha Coates has 
designed a variety of artworks using 
techniques ranging from hand-drawn 
sketches and paper cut collages to digital 
design. Working with one of our oldest 
textile suppliers in India we’ve translated 
these ideas onto a range of luxury rugs 
that need great skill to produce. Leo 
is a hand knotted rug in natural jute 
with a red, digitally designed geometric 
pattern, the jute giving a soft sheen and 
the handknotting giving a slightly shaggy 
appearance that contrasts its more formal 
pattern. Edmond is a fine hand tufted rug 
in 100% wool with a black grid that is hand 
carved at different lengths, giving a 3D 
effect that adds real depth to the design. 
Dulcie was created out of a paper cut 
collage and is produced in the same way 
as Edmond but in more vibrant effect with 
bold colours. Finally Esbly is a colourful 
geometric design hand tufted in wool and 
viscose - the viscose giving a sheen to the 
colours in the grid, against adding subtle 
texture and interest.
 

The late 60’s and early 70’s is about as retro 
and nostalgic as we get at Habitat. Think 
Yellow Submarine and the album covers 
and posters of the period - also  Biba in 
the old Derry and Toms department store 
with its deep rich colors and black carpets. 
The strong retro pattern is simplified and 
modernised in our scheme for the press 
show itself and in some of our key textiles 
this season.
 

R U G S

R E T R O  R E V I VA L …

Dulcie hand carved rug £400
Edmond hand carved rug £400
Esbly wool and viscose rug £450
Leo hand tufted jute rug £600

Lightweight cotton knits and cushions add 
vibrant colour and texture to the collection 
this season. The Peggy throw is my 
unexpected hero as I wasn’t on the design 
trip when this throw was created, so it 
was a wonderful surprise when this huge, 
oversized throw in my favourite colours 
of black/ivory and grass green arrived 
on my desk. The colour is so vibrant and 
the weight and size give it a luxury feel. 
You’ll also see that we’ve taken our first 
foray into luxury bed linen with a focus 
on natural linens in chambray and simple 
colourwovens. These have all been treated 
to give a soft, rumpled finish.

NEW KNITS & 
LUXURY LINENS

Vix throw £60  |  Jilly cushion £35
Peggy throw £75  |  Topaz throw £60
Jilly cushion £35

Bullseye circular cushion £45
Bullseye 50cm cushion £45
Bullseye 60cm cushion £60
Zoe 50cm cushion £45



Koba chair £295
Koba sofa £450
Bex cushion £35
Arnold rug £400



Eddie vase £35
Floss vase £40
Bix vase £50
Cobble vase £35
Tobias vase £45
Mack vase £50



Lyle sofa £1995
Javier floor lamp base £180
Drum silk lampshade £55
Drio cabinet £695
Merco vase £30
Sullivan vase £60
Sachi vase £50
Leo rug £600



Nestor large coffee table £795
Nestor small coffee table £595
Nestor long coffee table £595
Nestor side table £295
Lia mug £8
Peat vase £8



Flyn armchair £1400
Zaina rug £350
Duffield basket £40
Calvo console table £325
Mack vase £50
Lugosi vase £20
Solar System print £45
Olaph vase £25



Knox planter £40
Betel rattan chaise £350
Zoe cushion £45
Achille easy fit shade £75



Tingo shelf £1200
Nestor small coffee table £595
Isaac planter £30
Forno set of 4 tumblers £20
Flyn sofa £3900
Aitana cushion £40
Arnold rug £400
Armand large light £130
Armand small light £110
Calvo console table £325



Nestor side table £295
Leta set of 4 wine glasses £20
 



Matese vase £40
Sachi vase £50
Sullivan vase £60
Merco vase £30
Copper vase £30
Sachi vase £50
Sachi candlestick £20
Henli table £895



Perdita side plate £8
Perdita dinner plate £10
Perdita cereal bowl £8
Perdita pasta bowl £10
Perdita mug £8
Brighton 24 piece cutlery set £100



Logan rug £100
Koba chair £295
Crete planter £80



Drio cabinet £695
Kirkwell candelabra £40
Quant vase £50
Armand large light £130
Armand small light £110
Brookland teacup and saucer £6



Foster rug £100
Oregan dining chair £130
Lance table £150
Elsie espresso mug £4
Quad easyfit lightshade £55
Calvo shelf £795
Chipper shark object £20
Tyne vase £15 (mini vase)
Binx vase £50
Sullivan vase £60
Tobias vase £45
Winnie vase £30
Geometric stripes print £55
Connor mug £8
Shelby light £130



Blyth side table £95
Duffield basket £40
Hyde sofabed £895
Washed pillowcase £10
Washed double fitted sheet £22
Washed double duvet cover £40
Occhio bedspread £170
Penrose Annual 60 print £55
Starfloral rug £350



Drio sideboard £695
Binx vase £50
Reed vase £15
Ikat rug £40
Lansbury floor lamp base £95
Grande large shade £80



Rohan dinner plate £10
Rohan side plate £8



Drio sideboard £695
Olaph vase £25
Ned vase £12
Cosworth vase £25
Kirkwell candelabra £40
Lugosi vase £20
Mack vase £50
Lugosi vase £20
Oakla vase £30
Strake vase £25



Burgess light £100
Elzora mug £6
Baja light £65
 



Dinosaur toys £25 each
Nelly elephant bookcase £150
Walter crocodile bookcase £150
Ralph monster bookcase £150
Giddy table £50
Giddy stool £35
Fire engine toy £35
London Bus toy £35
Alice rug £75



Tingo large shelf £1200
Tingo small shelf £795
Merco vase £30
Quant vase £50
Optic vase £45
Kirkwell candelabra £40
Zelda vase with handle £35
Zelda vase with handle £35
Duffield basket £40



Tingo small shelf £795
Optic vase £45
Kirkwell candelabra £40
Zelda vase with handle £35
Zelda vase with handle £35
Duffield basket £40



Vix throw £65
Jilly yellow cushion £35
Peggy throw £75
Topaz throw £60
Jilly green cushion £35

 



Calvo shelf £795
Olaph vase £25
Cosworth vase £25
Lugosi vase £20
Rothco vase £30
Tallow chair £160
Quinn table £1200
Amera pasta bowl £12
Amera side plate £10
Amera dinner plate £12
Starke vase £25
Arnold rug £400



Calvo shelf £795
Sachi vase £50
Sachi candlestick £20
Cinders table lamp £65



Max wardrobe £1500
Max bed £650
Dashes rug £800
Orrico side table £125
Apex table lamp £60
Fluoro Abstract print £55
Shift Neutral double duvet cover £50
Shift Neutral pillowcase £12 each
Bullseye cushion £45



Edmond rug £400
Dulcie rug £400
Leo rug £600
Esbly rug £450



Alana sofa £1500
Zoe cushion £45
Bullseye cushion £45
Hastings bookcase £750
Tobias vase £45
Sachi vase £50
Sachi vase £50
Sullivan vase £60
Merco vase £30
Melrose side table £150
Esbly rug £450

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Zelda vase £35
Reed vase £15
Alcozar bowl £35
Henli table £895
Bacco leather dining chair £250
Sachi vase £50
Zelda vase with handle £35
Esbly rug £450



Amera side plate £10
Amera dinner plate £12
Amera cereal bowl £10
Amera pasta bowl £12
Cotea glass £6

 



Tess side table £125
Alana sofa £1500
Zoe cushion £45
Bullseye cushion £45
Bullseye cushion £45
Bullseye cushion £60
Zoe cushion £45
 



Bacco wool dining chair £170
Drio dining table £650
Zelda vase with handle £35
Perdita cereal bowls £8 each
Marteau ceiling light £160
Drio sideboard £695
Khal vase £50
Quant vase £50
Optic vase £45
Timor vase £20
Solar System print £45
Penrose rug £400



Cinders triple drop light £160
Shelby table lamp £130
Apex table lamp £60
Tuba table lamp £110



Forde sofa £2400
Atlas bookcase £300
Timor vase £20
Optic vase £45
Khal vase £50
Kirkwell candlestick £40
Zelda vase with handles £35
Zelda vase with handles £35
Quant vase £50
Sueda cushions £100 each
Becklen coffee table £180
Shelby table lamp £130
Duffield basket £40
Zaina rug £350



Becklen coffee table £180
Truro planter £25
Melrose table £150
Lyle sofa £1995
Aitana cushion £40
Arnold rug £400



Siena tallboy £595
Palmo bed £895
Peggy throw £75
Linen stripe double duvet cover £130
Linen stripe pillowcase £25
Siena bedside table £225
Perdita mug £8
Cinders table lamp £65
Edmond rug £400



Shift Neutral pillowcase £12 each
Linen stripe pillowcase £25 each
Regency throw £250
Linen natural throw £60



Siena tallboy £595
Siena bedside table £225
Siena wardrobe £1600
Siena chest of wardrobes £695
Apex table lamp £60
Brookland teacup and saucer £6
Perdita mug £8
Quant vase £50
Copper vase £30
Sachi vase £50
Geometric stripes print £55



Callan wardrobe £
Callan bedside table £
Callan chest of drawers £
Callan tallboy £595
Colourplay 6 print £55
Mack vase £50
Lugosi vase £20
Lugosi vase £20
Esbly rug £450



Hendricks right hand chaise £2400
Tilda coffee table £250
Forno glasses set of 4 £20
Zoe cushion £45
Bullseye cushion £45
Dylan floor lamp base £95
Drum silk shade £55



Nala footstool large £130
Nala footstool small £95
Logan rug £100
Mollie rug £60
Alice rug £75

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Foster rug £100
Orrico coffee table £195
Forno glasses set of 4 £20
Hyde sofabed £895
Sueda cushion £100
 



Jambi chair £75
Jambi bench £150
Jambi sun lounger £150



Tico table £495
Darwin chair £50
Dawi small woven platter £15
Dawi large woven platter £20
Riband lantern £25
Dawi small woven platter £15
Dawi large woven platter £20

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Maui deck chair frame £40
Maui deck chair slings £10

 



Isaac small planter £30
Isaac large planter £45
Faceted small planter £85
Faceted large planter £75
Jambi chair £75

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Indu bench £295
Zoe cushion £45
Beam planter £20
Beam planter £20

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Corocco side plate £10
Corocco dinner plate £15
Corocco platter £12
Tova salad servers £12

Nadi tray £8
Nadi cups £
Nadi bowl £10

Tico table and 2 benches £1300
Jexa lantern £15
Emiko blue lidded bowl £25
Emiko large green bowl £25
Emiko large pink bowl £20
Emiko small pink bowl £10
Sol outdoor rug £25



Nadi side plate £10
Nadi dinner plate £12
Nadi bowl £10
Becklen chair £50
Becklen bistro table £150

Ben curved metal rod pendant £200
Ply black slatted pendant shade £90
Collette metal rod pendant £250

 



Mew large lantern £30
Mew small lantern £20
Mew garden stakes £12 each
Rosetta food cover £15
Rosetta platter £20
Rosetta picnic basket £40
Jexa lantern £15
Riband lantern £25
Merlin lantern £20



Indu bench £295
Indu chair £150
Faceted small planter £75
Faceted large planter £85
Rixo jug £30
Hano tray £20
(cushion stylists own)



Escher bench £395
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